The next materials challenge in organic stretchable electronics is the development of a fully degradable semiconductor that maintains stable electrical performance under strain. Herein, we decouple the design of stretchability and transience by harmonizing polymer physics principles and molecular design in order to demonstrate for the first time a material that simultaneously possesses three disparate attributes: semiconductivity, intrinsic stretchability, and full degradability. We show that we can design acid-labile semiconducting polymers to appropriately phase segregate within a biodegradable elastomer, yielding semiconducting nanofibers that concurrently enable controlled transience and strain-independent transistor mobilities. Along with the future development of suitable conductors and device integration advances, we anticipate that these materials could be used to build fully biodegradable diagnostic or therapeutic devices that reside inside the body temporarily, or environmental monitors that are placed in the field and break down when they are no longer needed. This fully degradable semiconductor represents a promising advance toward developing multifunctional materials for skin-inspired electronic devices that can address previously inaccessible challenges and in turn create new technologies.
■ INTRODUCTION
Electronic devices with skin-inspired properties, particularly stretchability and biodegradability, enable their seamless integration with the natural world, opening doors for remarkable new opportunities for applications in health and environmental monitoring, consumer products, sustainability, and defense.
1−11 For instance, biomedical devices that are stretchable and elastic can intimately conform to organs without eliciting reactive inflammatory responses due to mechanical mismatch, while the ability to degrade eliminates the need for secondary removal surgeries which reduces the likelihood of infection and patient distress. 12−14 The advancement of such electronics critically hinges on the development of biodegradable and stretchable semiconductors to serve as the active component in transistors, a basic element in all modern electronics, ranging from integrated circuits and displays to sensors.
While the fields of transient electronics and stretchable electronics have independently achieved significant milestones in recent years, combining these properties to realize nextgeneration skin-inspired devices remains an outstanding challenge. 15−19 To date, most reported transient devices use dissolvable thin films of rigid inorganic semiconductors (e.g., silicon nanomembranes) and conductors (e.g., magnesium) as active materials on biodegradable substrates, such as poly-(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA). 3,18,20−26 In order to extend the breadth of applications to dynamic systems such as our body, structural engineering-based strategies to impart stretchability on the active materials (i.e., semiconductor and conductor) coupled with the selection of a biodegradable elastomer as the substrate have been employed. 27 Although engineering strategies to impart stretchability to rigid inorganic-based semiconductors have led to advances in transient electronics, 27 developing semiconducting polymers that intrinsically possess skin-inspired properties is attractive because of their inherent strain tolerance, scalable fabrication (e.g., minimal device architecture complexity and solution processable), and potential for higher device density. 28 Compared to inorganic active materials, polymers benefit from a vast chemical design space enabled by synthetic methodologies and are as such a promising class of materials to intrinsically realize the desired combination of stretchability and degradability. 29 Thus, they are easier to modify with additional functionalities downstream (e.g., conformal, selfhealing, stimuli-responsive, adhesive) and offer increased control over macroscopic properties like modulus. 30−32 However, imparting both biodegradability and stretchability to semiconducting polymers presents a particular challenge due to the inherent resistance of most charge-conducting chemistries to hydrolytic cleavage and to their typically semicrystalline morphologies. 33 Strategies based on blending or linking an active material with a biodegradable elastomer are realizable, but these materials do not fully degrade to constituent parts. 34, 35 Moreover, importantly, the device must operate under strain ideally with identical electrical performance for practical use. To address this unmet material challenge, we develop a fully degradable, two-component polymeric system that selfassembles into nanoconfined semiconducting fibril aggregates within an elastomeric matrix to enable stretchability ( Figure  1a , b and Figures S1−20) . Upon nanoconfinement, the increased polymer chain dynamics and suppressed crystallization was found to delay the onset of crack formation under strain. 36, 37 Moreover, the deformable interface generated by the elastomeric matrix contributes toward mitigating crack propagation. 36, 37 Here, both the matrix and semiconductor are designed to fully degrade into monomeric constituent parts (Figure 1c,d ). For the elastomeric matrix, we use a urethanebased polymer (E-PCL) featuring polycaprolactone, a wellestablished biodegradable material (Figure 1c) . 38 ,39 E-PCL is highly stretchable (over 1000%, Figure 2a ) and shows elastic behavior with minor hysteresis over 10 cycles up to 50% strain ( Figure 2b and Figure S21 ). For the semiconductor, we use a diketopyrrolopyrrole-based polymer featuring imine bonds as reversible yet conjugated linkages along the backbone ( Figure  1d) . 40 The semiconductor is synthesized via stepwise polymer- 
■ RESULTS
Influence of the Side-Chain Design on Nanoscale Phase Segregation. Solubility and the macroscopic aggregation are two preliminary qualitative parameters used for determining whether the side-chain design of p(DPP-PPD) is appropriate to induce proper nanoconfinement, where minimal defects in the films are important to avoid adverse effects on stretchability. 41, 42 Defects such as dust particles and precipitated aggregates often localize strain, serving as early points of crack formation. While the imine-based backbone provides degradation, the side chain on the diketopyrrolopyrrole core offers the opportunity to orthogonally tune the solubility. The semiconductor must be sufficiently soluble in the selected solvent, and blended solutions with E-PCL must yield optically homogeneous thin films upon spin coating for consistent device processing.
We first investigate the reported p(DPP-PPD) with C 1 − C 8 C 10 branched alkyl side chains as the semiconducting polymer in our nanoconfined system (Figure 1d ). 40 Although neat thin films of p(DPP-PPD) with C 1 −C 8 C 10 may be prepared, this polymer exhibits insufficiently low solubility (<3 mg/mL in chlorobenzene) and led to precipitates upon solution blending with E-PCL that can be visually observed in (i) X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy along the depth of the thin film shows a higher sulfur content (sulfur is only present in the semiconductor) at the top and bottom interfaces, as illustrated in the 3D model.
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Research Article solution ( Figure S22 ). Thin films of this two-component system were not achieved. We hypothesize that longer alkyl side chains would increase solubility, leading to the investigation of a second polymer, p(DPP-PPD) with C 1 −C 10 C 12 branched alkyl side chains (Figure 1d) . 43 The alkyl chain with 8 carbons is increased to 12 carbons. Indeed, p(DPP-PPD) with C 1 −C 10 C 12 is sufficiently soluble in chlorobenzene (3 mg/mL), and nanoscale phase segregation is observed in atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of thin films of blends of 70% E-PCL and 30% p(DPP-PPD) with C 1 −C 10 C 12 ( Figure S23 ). However, macroscopic aggregation is observed at two length scales in the nanoconfined p(DPP-PPD): (i) an optical image shows micron-sized clusters of p(DPP-PPD) with C 1 −C 10 C 12 at the top surface of the film, as supported by the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) data ( Figures S24−26) ; (ii) atomic force microscopy (AFM) phase images show micronsized aggregates of nanofibers that can partially separate upon strain ( Figure S23 ). Aggregates at such length scales limit the degree of interfacing with the soft elastomer and may localize strain at the defects, correspondingly limiting the effectiveness of nanoconfinement as an approach to enhance stretchability.
Thus, we design a third p(DPP-PPD) with C 4 −C 10 C 12 branched alkyl side chains to further increase solubility and minimize macroscopic aggregation (Figure 1d ). Moving the branching position of the side chain away from the backbone has been shown to increase intermolecular interactions by decreasing π−π stacking distances, without compromising solubility. 44 As expected, no micron-sized aggregates were observed on thin films of nanoconfined blends of E-PCL and p(DPP-PPD) with C 4 −C 10 C 12 . Moreover, nanofiber morphologies improve at different blending ratios, as observed in the AFM phase images ( Figure S27 ). For the remainder of this report, all p(DPP-PDD) will refer to polymers with C 4 −C 10 C 12 branched alkyl side chains.
Investigation of Morphology at the Molecular and Macroscopic Level. Building upon the AFM studies, further insights into the morphology of nanoconfined blends of p(DPP-PPD) and E-PCL are gained through complementary techniques. Grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) shows decreased crystallinity upon nanoconfinement (Figure 2d) . Normalized by the semiconductor content, the integrated intensity of the (200) peak shows an approximately 4-fold decrease in crystallinity at different blending ratios. On the basis of previous work and our observation of connected nanofibers in the AFM images, we select 70% E-PCL as an ideal blending ratio for achieving stretchability (Figure 2c and Figure S27) . 36 In the thin-film UV−vis absorption spectra, the intensity of the ∼750 nm peak of nanoconfined p(DPP-PPD) is higher than that of the neat p(DPP-PPD), which is indicative of improved packing upon nanoconfinement ( Figure S28 ). As calculated from the ultraviolet−visible (UV−Vis) spectroscopy, the dichroic ratio of a thin film of a nanoconfined blend of 70% E-PCL and 30% p(DPP-PPD) shows a linear increase upon strain, indicative of polymer chain alignment without thin-film crack formation (Figure 2e , f and Figures S29−S31) . 45 The thin film of nanoconfined p(DPP-PPD) on 280 nm SiO 2 is optically blue and featureless after 100% strain and transfer (Figure 2f, top) . In contrast, the dichroic ratio of the thin film of neat p(DPP-PPD) shows a deviation from the linear trend at strains over 25%, which corresponds to the formation of cracks, which are prominently observed in the bright field images (Figure 2e ,f and Figures S29 and S31) . The thin film of neat p(DPP-PPD) shows the cracked blue films and underlying purple that corresponds to the 280 nm SiO 2 substrate after 100% strain 
Research Article and transfer (Figure 2f, bottom) . Polarized optical microscopy qualitatively confirms these observations, where birefringence arises when the strain direction is positioned off-angle from both polarizers (Figure 2g and Figure S32) . Moreover, the nanofiber alignment upon strain may be directly observed with AFM ( Figure 2h ). Consistent with our previous findings, in the nanoconfined p(DPP-PPD), AFM phase images and XPS support a model where p(DPP-PPD) nanofibers localize at both the top and bottom interfaces, resulting in an E-PCL rich region at the center of the film (Figure 2i and Figures S33 and  S34 ). GIWAXS shows a slight decrease in lamellar spacing and no change in the δ−δ packing upon nanoconfinement, as expected ( Figure S35 ). These morphological characterizations collectively contribute to our hypothesis that blending E-PCL with p(DPP-PPD) leads to the formation of nanoconfined fibers for enhanced stretchability.
Electrical Performance Comparison of Neat and Nanoconfined p(DPP-PPD). Beyond mechanical improvements, we expect that the connectivity between the nanofibril aggregates will enable strain-independent charge transport. 46 First, the electrical performance of neat and nanoconfined p(DPP-PDD) thin films serving as the semiconductor are measured in a thin-film transistor (TFT) with a bottom-gatetop-contact configuration: octadecyltrimethoxysilane (OTS)-modified SiO 2 as the dielectric, highly doped Si as the gate, and Au contacts on the top of the semiconductor as the source and drain (Figure 3a,b and Figures S36 and S37) . Notably, the transfer characteristics of nanoconfined p(DPP-PPD) with 70% E-PCL show a slightly suppressed ON current and minor hysteresis that is absent in the transfer characteristics of neat p(DPP-PPD) (Figure 3a,b) . We attribute this to presence of polar groups on E-PCL (Figure 1c) . 47 This trend is elucidated when comparing the mobility of nanoconfined p(DPP-PPD) at different E-PCL percentage contents, which corresponds to the nanofiber morphologies observed by AFM (Figure 3c ). As next-generation imine-based semiconductors are developed, we predict that bottom-gate-bottom-contact configurations will be better suited for the z-phase morphologies observed ( Figure  2i) .
At 70% E-PCL, there is balance between maintaining a reasonable mobility (∼0.05 cm 2 /V·s) and minimizing p(DPP-PPD) content. To investigate the electrical performance of neat and nanoconfined p(DPP-PDD) thin films under strain, we similarly fabricated bottom-gate-top-contact TFTs, but we used a 15 nm interfacial layer of polystyrene-block-poly-(ethylene-ran-butylene)-block-polystyrene (SEBS) instead of OTS-functionalization to ensure consistent, large-area transfers (Figure 3d and Figures S38−S40) . Although the mobility slightly decreases, this method importantly leads to a more accurate representation of the trend. For both channel directions parallel and perpendicular to strain, the nanoconfined p(DPP-PPD) showed no change in mobility (∼0.03 cm 2 /V·s) at strains up to 100% and subsequent release ( Figure  S41 ). Minor impact on device performance is achieved through the nanoconfinement of p(DPP-PPD) within E-PCL, which is consistent with the mechanical characterization. In contrast, the neat p(DPP−PPD) showed approximately two orders of magnitude decrease in mobility, consistent with the optical observation of micron-sized cracks (Figure 3e ,f and Figure S42 ).
Degradation Behavior and Biocompatibility. Both components of the nanoconfined p(DPP-PPD) system are designed to degrade in acidic aqueous solutions. We selected 1 M trifluoroacetic acid (TFA, pH ≈ 0.5) in water to accelerate the study time scales. E-PCL degrades slowly, as monitored by weight (Figure 4a ). For the semiconductor, the imine bond 
Research Article along the backbone hydrolyzes, degrading the polymer into monomeric units, and this process can be monitored in solution as well as thin films of neat and nanoconfined p(DPP-PPD) by UV-Vis spectroscopy. 40 A solution of neat p(DPP-PPD) in 1% 1 M TFA in chlorobenzene shows the gradual absorbance reduction and corresponding solution color change from blue-green to purple to clear (Figure 4b ). Similar trends, albeit at slower degradation rates, are observed for thin films of both neat and nanoconfined p(DPP-PPD) in 0.1 M TFA in water (Figure 4c and Figure S43) .
Further, the biocompatibility of the materials was investigated to assess its preliminary feasibility for future electronics (Figure 4d ). In vitro cell culture experiments of seeding human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293 cells on polymer-coated glass substrates show high viability (>99.5%) on day 2. Cells on E-PCL, neat p(DPP-PPD), and nanoconfined p(DPP-PPD) all show prominent green fluorescence resulting from calcein-AM staining of intact cytoplasm; negligible red fluorescence corresponding to ethidium homodimer-1 (EthD-1), a cellimpermeant nuclear stain indicative of cell death, is observed (Figure 4e ). While >99.5% cell viability was observed, cells seeded on neat p(DPP-PPD) films show less cell adhesion and proliferation, which may be attributed to the more hydrophobic nature of the film. This further supports that the nanoconfined p(DPP-PPD), which contains E-PCL, is advantageous.
■ CONCLUSION
In summary, dual functionality of stretchability and degradability in polymer semiconductors is achieved by harmonizing polymer physics principles of nanoconfinement and molecular design of acid-labile bonds along the polymer backbone. We show that side-chain engineering impacts the formation of nanofibril aggregates, which enables both strain-independent mechanical and electrical properties. This two-component system functions as the first framework to decouple stretchability and degradability in polymer semiconductors. This shift in the design of multifunctional semiconducting polymers away from an all-inclusive, one-component system facilitates the ease of incorporating unexplored skin-inspired functionalities in the future. We expect future advancements in materials and processing to improve device biodegradability and performance. This contributes toward the development of multifunctional, skin-inspired electronics for new technologies in health, sustainability, and information security.
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